NMLRA INLINE HUNTER
MUZZLELOADING MATCH
Walter Cline Range, Friendship, Indiana
Membership not required for this event

April 30, 2016
Range opens for practice at 7am (You may also practice on Friday, April 29th.)
Shooter meeting 9:30am Match starts at 10 am
NOTICE: The following are changes made concerning rifles that are approved, and maximum propellant
charges that can be used in the match.
The manufacturer of any rifle used during the match MUST have provided the owner/shooter with
documented charges for their specific individual rifle in their owner's manual. Or must be marked by the
manufacturer on the rifle's barrel.
The rifle manufacturer MUST have provided documented data indicating the maximum charge of the type
propellant being used by the shooter. EXCEPTION: If the rifle manufacturer DOES NOT document a
maximum charge for commercially available BP or BP substitutes, the maximum charge allowed MUST NOT
EXCEED the maximum charge indicated by the propellant manufacturer.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Any inline muzzleloader; no more than 15 lbs. as shot
Round ball - Sabot - Conical projectiles
Any type sight: open-peep-scope
Any source of ignition 209 primer-rifle primer-caps
Black powder or black powder substitute. NO SMOKELESS PROPELLANTS.
All shooters make own scope adjustments unless approved by the match director.
Rifle must be supported from shoulder in rear.
Only one point of forearm or barrel with no contact more than 4 inches.
8. Bench, front rest, sand bags, cross sticks, bipod, tripod
9. NMLRA Classification - Sharpshooter, Expert, Master
a. New shooter start as Sharpshooter (lowest class)
b. As shooter shoots higher class score, shooter moves to that class.
Course of Fire:
30 minute relays for all matches
1. 50 yd 6 bull, 5 shots for score. Scoring will be cutting the line is next highest score.
2. 100 yd 6 bull, 5 shots for score. Scoring will be cutting the line is next highest score.
3. 200 yd single bull 8 shots 5 best for score. Scoring will be cutting the line is next highest score.
4. 200 meter 5 chickens unlimited siters; you must declare when you’re going for score (2pts each).
5. 300 meter 5 pigs unlimited siters; you must declare when you’re going for score (2pts each)







Shooters are encouraged to have a spotter for the animals and their own bench.
All animals to be shot in order from left to right
Match winner will be combination of matches 1 through 5.
Overall Match Winner
Each class: 1st,2nd,& 3rd
Registration Fee: $25

Contact: Bob Wetzler 1-812-689-6629, rbrtwtzlr@aol.com
or Dan Thomas 1-812-212-0954, jdth1000@yahoo.com

